
Pinnacle Martial Arts Tournament Rules

General

• All participants shall treat others with courtesy and respect; unsportsmanlike behavior will
result in dismissal from the tournament.

• All competitors shall compete in a traditional uniform appropriate for their style.

• All competitors shall compete in their assigned divisions.

• All competitors shall appear at their divisionswhen called; no competitormay join a division
late. Failure to report on time will result in forfeit.

• Only participants and judges are permied on the competition floor.

Please familiarize yourself with these rules: they are intended to provide a safe and courteous
environment for all competitors.

RulesMarshals. RulesMarshals will monitor rings to ensure that the rules are properly followed.

Arbitration. Arbitration will be performed by the tournament directors. Coaches may respect-
fully request a stoppage if arbitration is needed.

Ranking. Since ranking systems differ between martial arts, the following guidelines may be
consulted during registration if a competitor is unsure of which division he or she should partici-
pate in:

• A competitor with less than one year of experience is considered a beginner;

• between one and two years of experience is considered intermediate;

• between two and four years is considered advanced.

Competitors who compete in divisions lower than their skill level may be asked to compete in
higher divisions.

Forms

Scoring. Colored belts shall be scored on a scale from 6.0 to 8.0 with a baseline of 7.0. Black
belts shall be scored on a scale of 7.0 to 9.0 with a baseline of 8.0.

e first three competitors in each ring of three or more competitors shall perform without
score. Aer the third competitor has performed, the first three competitors shall be scored in
order of their appearance. e remaining competitors will be scored immediately following their
performance.



Ties. When possible, competitors will be judged by five judges. In such cases, the high and low
scores will be ignored for purposes of scoring. Ties will be resolved by adding in the lower score;
if competitors are still tied, the higher score will be added. If the competitors are still tied, they
will perform again. In such cases, judging shall proceed with a show of hands. In the event of
a tie of more than two people, scoring will proceed as though the competitors formed their own
division.

In the under belt divisions, competitors who tie may repeat their form. Bla belts must use
a different form in case of a tie.

Order. Divisions shall be randomly ordered.

Restart. Beginner and intermediate competitors may restart a form (weapons or open-hand)
without penalty once only if they forget the form or drop the weapon. Advanced and black belt
competitors may not.

Divisions. Traditional and open forms divisions are offered. Traditional forms are standard cur-
riculum forms and may contain no more than five kiai. If a competitor performs an open form in
the traditional division, he or she shall receive no score. It is understood that some schools teach
forms as curriculum that may be considered open forms by other schools such as Chil Sung or Yuk
Ro forms; these forms, however, will be considered open forms by judges.

Traditional form divisions will be staged first to allow those students who are disqualified by
competing with an open form to be moved into another division.

Fighting

Gear. All competitors are required to wear hand and footgear, headgear, and a mouthguard. Fin-
gers and toes must be covered. Men must wear a groin cup. Chest protectors and other equipment
(shin or forearm guards, elbow pads, et c.) are permied. Ringstar shoes or other fighting shoes
with soles are not permied.

Competitors with inadequate gear will be given two minutes to find proper gear or else default
their matches.

Divisions. Competitors shall be divided by age, gender, weight class (in the adult male divisions),
and rank. Weight classes are divided at 175 pounds. If a division contains insufficient competitors,
it may be combined with another division.

Byes. Byes are decided by random selection aer separating competitors from the same school.



Coaing. Competitors in under belt divisions are allowed one coach ringside. Coaching by
parents or other parties is not permied and will be penalized. Coaches are permied one ten-
second time-out call in each match. Coaches are not permied to call points for their student.

Coaches may respectfully request a stoppage of time for arbitration if needed.

Stoppage of Time. Time stops only for injury, equipment malfunction, coaching time-outs, and
arbitration.

Consecutive Mates. On request, two minutes will be given to competitors who must fight in
concecutive matches.

Scoring

Matches at the under-black level are two minutes or three points, whichever comes first. Matches
at the black belt level are two minutes, total points, spread of seven. In the event of a tie, a “sudden
death” round will commence. e first competitor to score wins the match.

All legal techniques will be awarded one and only one point. A majority of judges must award
the point (three of five or two of three). Penalties are assessed at the call of two judges whether
three or five judges are in the ring.

If a penalty is assessed, no point may be awarded to the penalized party. A point may be
awarded to the other competitor.

e Ring. Competitors may only score when they are in the ring: one foot must be entirely in
the ring to score. Competitors outside of the ring are “live” and may be scored on by a competitor
inside the ring.

Legal Teniques. Scoring hand techniques are punch, backfist, and ridgehand only. Grabs are
permied when followed immediately by an offensive technique. All kicking techniques are legal
except as described below. Checking with the joint is permied in adult black belt divisions only.

Illegal Teniques. Illegal hand techniques include hammer fist, knife hand, elbow strikes, and
gouges. No sweeping is permied. No grappling is permied. Checking against the joint is never
permied.

Scoring Area. Legal scoring areas include the front and sides of the torso and the front and sides
of the head (black belt divisions only).

Illegal scoring areas include the face, throat, or neck; the back and top of the head; the groin;
the back (spine and kidneys). Contact with illegal areas will result in a foul.



Contact. Light to moderate contact to the torso is required to score a point in all divisions.
In under-eighteen colored-belt divisions, no head contact is permied: a point will be awarded

for a clear, well-controlled technique one inch away from the headgear or face. In black belt
divisions and adult advanced divisions (red/brown belt), light contact to the headgear is required
to score. Any contact that results in the head snapping will be penalized.

Fouls / Disqualification. A foul may be called for illegal techniques, contact to illegal areas,
excessive or uncontrolled contact to legal areas, leaving the ring, initiating contact aer the fight
is stopped, unsportsmanlike conduct, or illegal coaching.

Excessive celebration (“showboating”) will be penalized: the first offense will result in a warn-
ing; the second offense will result in a loss of point; the third warning will result in disqualification.
Warnings carry over from match to match.

Two fouls of the same nature will result in disqualification. ree fouls of any type will result
in disqualification. Contact that results in bleeding, discoloration, or swelling will result in im-
mediate disqualification. If a foul prevents a competitor from continuing the match, the offender
will be disqualified.

Judges and tournament officials may disqualify any competitor whose actions compromise the
safety of other competitors.



Divisions Offered

Divisions are broken down by age, rank, and event.

Age Braets. We separate age brackets as follows: 5–8 year olds, 9–11, 12–14, 15–18, 19–35,
36+.

Rank. As described above, we separate ranks as beginner (less than one year of experience; in
Tang Soo Do, white–orange belt), intermediate (one to two years of experience; in Tang Soo Do,
green belt), advanced (two to four years of experience; in Tang Soo Do, red belt), and black belt.

Event. e tournament offers weapons, traditional forms, open forms, and point sparring.


